MEANINGS FOR THE LOST CARDS OF ATLANTIS

Each description is for upright and reverse (REV) positions
Each card has a three-part meaning for each position
Upright: 1.person 2.place/event 3.object
Reverse: 1.person 2.place/event 3.object
categories separated by semi-colons
HOUSE OF THE SUN -Dominion of Consciousness
1. ECLIPSE: someone overshadowed or diminished, depression; an
eclipse, a cancelled or postponed event; a dark object that blocks or
darkens another. REV: sadness, overcoming depression or oppression; a
diminishing event; a lighter object that removes darkness.
2. TEMPTRESS: sensual, erotic, seductive; opportunity for advancement, temptation, fortune; an object of great value. REV: manipulative,
promiscuous, lustful; sexual relations, negative temptation, lured away
from family, job, lover; an object that could bring disaster.
3.WHEEL OF FORTUNE: lucky or fortunate; a fortunate event or
windfall; an object or charm bringing luck. REV: unlucky or unfortunate; a loss or turn of negative circumstances, a cancellation; an object
bringing bad luck.
4. HIGHER BEINGS: a highly spiritual, evolved being or qualities of
a higher being; a highly spiritual event, church; a highly spiritual object,
talisman or relic. REV: lost spirituality, lack of development or recognition of spirituality; an event or place void of spirituality; a relic void of
or which has lost its spirituality.
5. PHOENIX: reincarnated, renewed life or vigor; a revival or celebration, party; a rejuvenated or restored object. REV: failure to advance or
grow; stillborn project, stagnation; an object in disrepair or decay.
6. HEART: sweetheart or dearly loved one; a place or event of love,
happiness, a wedding; a cherished object full of emotional value, a ring.
REV: an unloved person, unrequited love; loss of love; an object lacking
or devoid of emotional attachment, weak or failing heart
7. DAWN: someone hopeful, positive, a beginner; a new day, a beginning or start of something new, a new place or job; something bringing
new beginnings, a promise. REV: procrastination, doubtful, someone
jaded or unwilling to start something new; the setting sun or twilight, a
delayed offer or move; a broken promise, lost object or lost time.
8. CRYSTALS: wealthy, business person, an inheritor; a bank or vault,
an expensive celebration lavish event; an expensive item of great value
and beauty, money, gems. REV: a spendthrift, a person of little wealth; a
loss of wealth, bankruptcy; an object of lesser value, inexpensive.
9. LOVERS: A couple in love, devotion, loyalty; a union, a meeting
or place of love; an object representing a union, wedding bands. REV:
temptation, fickleness, infidelity; delayed romance, separation or divorce, falling out of love; divorce papers, annulment.
10. DRAGON: powerful person, ruler; a lucky turn of events, good fortune, a powerful, meaningful event; something which bestows power
and luck. REV: powerless, a misuse or abuse of power; an unlucky or
less fortunate event causing a loss of power; an object causing a loss of
power, a firing or resignation.
11. SUNDIAL: a long span of time, a long life; an event lasting a long
time or long time in coming; a clock or time, an old object. REV: a short
time or short life, impatience; a short or quick event, running out of
time; something new or newly created.
12. SPIRIT OF THE SUN: a knowledgeable person, vitality, freedom,
joy; learning, teaching, an awakening, happiness; an object imparting
knowledge, computer, book. REV: a less knowledgeable person, unhappy; denial of knowledge, keeping a secret, lethargy, confusion; something not easily understood or causing unhappiness.
13. POWER OF THE SUN: a mentally clear, highly intelligent, successful, important, happy person; a university, enlightenment, success,
happiness; an object giving success or happiness, the sun or a sunny
day. REV: a less intelligent person, unhappy; neglect of intelligence or
learning, ignorance, unhappiness or delayed happiness; a complicated
or confusing thing, a fire or sunburn.

HOUSE OF THE MOON - Dominion of the Subconscious
1. FOOL: innocence, spontaneity, a free-spirit, and open-hearted
energy of a child; a spontaneous event, party, revelry; an object that
inspires open play and merriment. REV: naive, foolish, reckless and
risk-taking; a foolish decision, a reckless gathering or event; an object inspiring recklessness and unfettered freedom.
2. NIGHT: a dark, mysterious or secretive person; a peaceful rest,
calm relaxation, sleep, dreams; a hidden mystery or false object,
darkness. REV: false, untrustworthy, ignorant person; spiritual obscurity, loss of faith, darkness of soul; an evil object obscuring truth.
3. MONK: pious, moral, conscientious, long-suffering, quiet, devoted; peace of mind, solitude, relaxation, a settling of spirit, coming to
terms; something which allows relaxation. REV: introverted, anti-social, reclusive; withdrawal, retreat, hiding, running away; something
drawing attention away causing uninvolvement.
4. LOST SOULS: state of confusion, lost, disembodied wandering spirits; a confusing place where one gets lost, lost in addiction
or habit; a lost object, something belonging to a disembodied spirit
when in life. REV: coming out of a fog, a clearing of the mind; recovery from illness or addiction; an object found or returned to owner.
5. BEGGAR: dependent, irresponsible, unreliable; becoming destitute, poor, bankruptcy, loss; unlucky object, bad luck charm. REV:
indecisive, uncertain, lack of confidence or faith, always asking for
help and guidance; standard of living is lowered, wealth reduced; object is questionable, can cause misfortune.
6. UNICORN: nature, purity, innocence, grace, dreams, childhood,
female intuition; chaste love, faithful marriage; an object of beauty
love or desire, female energy, pristine nature. REV: impure, loss of
innocence, tainted, guilty; an unfaithful marriage, promiscuity; a
polluted or tainted object.
7. PEGASUS: accomplished, powerful, fame, glory, inspiration,
memory, muse; speedy travel, flights of fancy, aspiring to the greatest heights of accomplishment; vehicle of speed, an object which
inspires. REV: lesser accomplishment, infamy, uninspired; slow or
delayed travel, falling short of expectations; an uninspiring object.
8. WIZARD: wise, extraordinary gifts and talents, psychic, wisdom
and knowledge acquired through several lifetimes; knowledge or
wisdom bestowed, recognition, reward, promotion, miraculous or
mystical event; object which enhances or compliments talent or gift.
REV: gifts or talents unrecognized and unused; unwanted event, unrecognized, taken for granted, obscurity; an object which does not
enhance or help a gift.
9. CHILD: childlike, innocent, pure, honest; a known child involved
in an event; an object which belongs or may belong to a child. REV:
selfish, immature, ignorant; an unknown child involved in an event;
something lost or discarded by a child.
10. HEALER: nurturing, caring person with unusual healing ability, a doctor priest, psychic healer; healing ability, a cure, a spiritual,
physical, or mental healing event; something of great healing power.
REV: false healer, quack, undeveloped potential healing ability or
misused ability; prolonged suffering, difficulty in healing, cure not
easy; something of little or no healing ability.
11. FULL MOON: a highly psychic, emotional or intuitive person;
an emotional time, cycles, transitions, a full moon; one month cycle
or full moon cycle. REV: a confused person, someone mistrustful
who hides secrets; a negative emotional time, lunacy; less than a
month cycle, a lunar eclipse.
12. SPIRIT OF THE MOON: inspiring, emotionally sensitive,
intuitive psychic; dreams, inspiration, prophecy; female intuition,
something emotional which inspires. REV: someone not as sensitive or inspirational, lacking psychic gifts; lack of inspiration or bad
dreams; something uninspiring which may offend.
13. POWER OF THE MOON: deception, trickery; unforseen
dangers, chaos, confusion; something that deceives or hides truth.
REV: emotionally unstable, inconstant; overcoming deception or bad
temptation; something deceives to a lesser degree.
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HOUSE OF THE EARTH -Dominion of the Physical Realm

HOUSE OF THE STARS -Dominion of the Spiritual Realm

1. GRAVE: gravely ill or terminal person, a grave site visitor, a ghost;
a funeral, end of career or life celebration, a cemetery; a gravestone,
an object that causes illness or death. REV: a recovery from a grave
illness; leaving the past behind; an object that cures or heals.
2. OLD GOSSIPER WOMAN: a good listener, therapist, giving good advice, a good understanding of the world; a known older
woman, an informative seminar, lecture, library; an object which
informs. REV: gossiper, slanderer, nosy trouble-maker; an unknown
older woman, telling lies, slandering; rumors, lies, a fake document.
3. CRANKY OLD MAN: frank, practical, straightforward, no-nonsense; a known older man, a court of law, giving evidence; a practical
object or solution, common sense. REV: an angry cranky complainer,
a hypochondriac; an unknown older man, giving false testimony, a
collusion; something contentious which causes complaining.
4. YOUNG WOMAN: beauty, creativity, sensitivity, compassion; a
known young woman involved in an event; an object belonging to or
which enhances the positive qualities of a young woman. REV: vanity,
jealousy, possessiveness; an unknown young woman involved in an
event; an object lost by or which enhances the negative qualities of a
young woman.
5. YOUNG MAN: youthfulness, vigor, strength, courage and confidence; a known young man who is involved in an event; an object
belonging to or which enhances the positive qualities of a young man.
REV: insecurity, lack of self-esteem, fear of the unknown future, irresponsible; an unknown young man involved in an event; an object
lost by or which imparts negative qualities of a young man.
6. HAND AND EYE: keen sensing, knowledgeable, observant,
powerful and effective in action; skill in a job or work, omniscient,
omnipotent; something which increases observational powers and
facilitates action. REV: ignorant, unskilled, weak and ineffective; not
privy to knowledge, unable to make things happen; something which
suppresses knowledge or represses action, monitoring or spying.
7. STORMS: a stormy personality, conflicted or surrounded by
problems; a rainstorm, travails in life, suffering, obstacles; an object
causing conflict or turmoil. REV: someone who endures against all
odds; obstacles overcome, an end to turmoil, abate of the storm; an
object which resolves conflict or reveals the truth.
8. RAINBOW: hopeful, optimistic, promise of good things, or luck,
wishing for good things; a happy event, place which inspires hope;
a wide range of emotions, choices, object inspiring hope. REV: less
hopeful, pessimistic, delayed happiness; an “other worldly” experience as in “over the rainbow”; a broken promise, limited choices.
9. WATER OF LIFE: fertile, flourishing, growing, pregnant; becoming pregnant or a fertile possibility, thriving; an object which causes a
flourishing, a dispensation. REV: miscarriage, stagnated; a retraction,
empty or dry period; a drought, wasted or delayed opportunity.
10. BRANCHING RIVERS: someone at a crossroads, a decision
maker; crossroads, divergent paths in life; a choice to be made, an
informed decision or determination. REV: indecisive, confused; a
stalemate or unwanted proposal; a wrong path in life or bad decision.
11. CREATION: an artist, creative person; conjuring or creating,
making or building things; creativity, a birth of something new, art
school. REV: destructive, a despoiler; burning bridges, tearing things
down; something which destroys or tears down.
12. SPIRIT OF THE EARTH: gainful, abundant, materially
wealthy; great prosperity or place of abundance or wealth; possessions, material wealth, an object which enhances abundance. REV:
loss of prosperity or wealth; a place or event of material loss, or causing loss of wealth; an object which causes loss of abundance.
13. POWER OF THE EARTH: physically powerful, healthy,
strong, vigorous; performing feats of strength, labor, or activity, the
gym; an object that strengthens the body, object made of stone. REV:
weak or unhealthy, loss of strength; unable to perform a physical task,
earthquake, destruction of the land; an object that weakens the body,
a crumbling or eroding object.

1. DEATH: someone will possibly die or come to an end; the end of
a life, job, career, relationship, event; something which causes fatality or death, something finished or cancelled. REV: someone ill or
stagnated in life; a transition or change, death cancelled; something
causing illness or stagnation, something which fights death.
2. DARK EVIL: a dark spirit, hateful, mean, sadistic or cruel; battling evil or darkness, a bad thing is going to happen; an evil object.
REV: pessimistic, uncaring, unfeeling, apathetic but not cruel; exposed to or influenced by darkness; an object used to fight evil.
3. THIEF: dishonest, unscrupulous conniver, embezzler; a robbery,
a theft that will happen; a stolen object or property. REV: insincere,
two-faced, phony person; mistrust, corruption, betrayal; a fake or
phony object.
4. STAR GAZER: prophet or visionary with intuitive powers to see
the future but not necessarily a psychic person, a scientist, philosopher, astronomer, astrologer, educated thinking person; the evidence
is clear that an event will happen; something with favorable qualities,
will bring good fortune. REV: an excessive dreamer and who fantasizes; much thought must go into a decision, future is unclear; something unwise or unfavorable.
5. SPACESHIPS: an explorer or traveler, international globetrotter,
someone liking to move around; future or present travel; a foreign
object, vehicle. REV: someone not liking to move or travel; plans for
travel that will fail or be cancelled; a domestic indigenous object.
6. RINGED PLANET: disciplined, responsible, hard working person; time restrictions, deadlines, structure, order, bondage; something restrictive. REV: lack of discipline or responsibility, lazy; a
changing of the old guard, life lessons completed and learned; something less restrictive, freeing or liberating, release from bondage.
7. BLACK HOLE: someone who sucks energy, attention, etc. from
others, emotionally needy; a situation which pulls in or involves everyone around, a pitfall; something which sucks energy away, the
subconscious or the unknown. REV: awakening to expose yourself to
new interests and activities; no turning back on a decision, stuck in a
situation; a transition, the end of a phase, door, entrance.
8. COLLIDING GALAXIES: a contentious, conflicting, or challenging person, opponent; conflict, a fight or war between two factions; something which promotes or causes conflict and divisiveness.
REV: a less challenging or contentious person, a rival; a disagreement,
butting of heads, deadlocked; an easing of tension, reconciliation.
9. METEOR: a deliverer of good news, a bright, successful person;
a sign of good luck, an omen; a lofty goal or achievement, journey or
process, a comet. REV: someone bringing bad news, fallen in stature
or reputation; an unexpected or uncontrollable event or challenge,
a scandal; something which causes disaster, a threat, a slim chance.
10. VISITORS: a foreigner, stranger, suitor or friend; a friendly
meeting, travel, visitation from another realm, ghost or friendly spirit;
something which brings visitors, an invitation, announcement. REV:
an unwanted visitor; unexpected company, surprise visits, unwanted
travel, a haunting; something invites unfriendly visitors/spirits.
11. ANGEL: a guardian angel (dead person), extreme goodness, protective qualities, angelic nature, religious; a guardian angel is in their
life now, will meet someone of angelic qualities in the future, a blessing; a divine, religious or valued object. REV: fallen angel, fall from
grace, atheist, losing one’s way, straying from path of goodness; loss
of blessing or something close to heart or spirit, sorrow, becoming
uncaring; an object which has lost its divinity, or religious value.
12. SPIRIT OF THE STARS: humorous, high spirited; a place
or event of merriment, a party, high-spirited gathering; something
which inspires laughter. REV: humorless, low spirits, sadness; a sad
event or place of sorrow; something taking away laughter, sobering.
13. POWER OF THE STARS: strong-willed, spiritually powerful,
great spiritual gifts, psychic; a spiritual gathering, church, important
spiritual event; an object enhancing spirituality, something blessed.
REV: weak will; a low-key event; an object diminishing spirituality.
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In the seven card spread, a card needing illumination can be expanded upon by pulling two cards from the deck and
placing beneath it. It can also be used to answer simple yes or no questions.
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